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Programming on the Web 

HTML 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<!--...-->  Defines a comment 

<a href="http://www.w3schools.com">Visit W3Schools.com!</a> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"> 

 

<form action=""> 

<input  type="radio"  name="sex"  value="male">Male<br> 

<input  type="radio"  name="sex"  value="female">Female 

</form> 

 

<form  action=""> 

<input  type="checkbox"  name="vehicle"  value="Bike">I  have  a  bike<br> 

<input  type="checkbox"  name="vehicle"  value="Car">I  have  a  car   

</form> 

 

 

<select name="cars"> 

<option  value="volvo">Volvo</option> 

<option  value="saab">Saab</option> 

<option  value="fiat">Fiat</option> 

<option  value="audi">Audi</option> 
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</select> 

<table border="1"> 

  <tr> 

    <th>Month</th> 

    <th>Savings</th> 

  </tr> 

  <tr> 

    <td>January</td> 

    <td>$100</td> 

  </tr> 

</table> 

 

 

<ol> 

  <li>Coffee</li> 

  <li>Tea</li> 

  <li>Milk</li> 

</ol> 

 

<ul> 

  <li>Coffee</li> 

  <li>Tea</li> 

  <li>Milk</li> 

</ul> 

CDATA 

Characters like "<" and "&" are illegal in XML elements. Everything inside a CDATA section is ignored 

by the parser. A CDATA section looks like <![CDATA[ (stuff) ]]>. 

Benefits of HTML Validation 
 Improve accessibility 

 Make it easier for search engines to index the page 

 Faster loading time, as errors take time to deal with 

 Improved browser compatibility 

 Easier to maintain and update code 

CSS 

Basic Concepts 

 Statement consists of selector, property, value 

 p {color:red;text-align:center;} 

 Values of properties are inherited by interior elements (e.g. <body> effects everything in the 

body of the page) 

 External stylesheets inserted as: <link rel="stylesheet" href="url" type="text/css"> 

 Embedded stylesheets inserted as: <style type="text/css">  …  </style> (goes in <head>) 
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 Elements in HTML are mostly "inline" or "block" elements: An inline element has floating 

content on its left and right side. A block element fills the entire line, and nothing can be 

displayed on its left or right side. 

Advantages 

 Combining semantic content and presentational markup makes editing pages harder, 

reduces accessibility, and hampers search engines and other indexing 

 Introduces more control over display than previously possible 

 Provides for sitewide consistent presentation 

 Enhanced abilities to adapt display for different users and formats, e.g. phones 

 Avoid non standard HTML extensions (better browser compatibility) 

 Avoid converting text into images (faster loading times) 

Selectors 

 .class (e.g. .intro): Selects all elements with class="intro” (class selector) 

 #id (e.g. #firstname): Selects the element with id="firstname" (id selector) 

 element (e.g. p): Selects all <p> elements (element selector) 

 element,element (e.g. div,p): Selects all <div> elements and all <p> elements (group selector) 

 [attribute=value] (e.g. [target=_blank]):  Selects all elements with target="_blank" (attribute 

selector) 

 element element (e.g. div p): Selects all <p> elements inside <div> elements (contextual 

selector) 

 a:link {color:#FF0000;} (pseudo-class) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Borders 

 border-top-style:dotted; 

 border-right-style:solid; 

 border-style:solid; 

 border-color:red; 
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 border-width:medium; 

Fonts 

 {color:blue;} 

 {font-family:"Times New Roman", Times, serif;} 

 {font-style:italic;} 

 {font-size:40px;} 

 {font-size:140%;} 

Links 

 a:link {color:#FF0000;}      /* unvisited link */ 

 a:visited {color:#00FF00;}  /* visited link */ 

 a:hover {color:#FF00FF;}  /* mouse over link */ 

 a:active {color:#0000FF;}  /* selected link */ 

Color Schemes 

 Monochromatic Color Schemes (look subdued and professional but not as engaging) 

 Analogous Color Schemes (can lack contrast) 

 Complimentary Color Scheme (maximum contrast, attention grabbing) 

Javascript 

General Notes 

 JavaScript is case sensitive 

 Inserted into html like this:  <script type="text/javascript"> (STUFF)  </script> 

 Can also insert an external javascript file: <script type="text/javascript" src="myjs.js">  

 For browsers with javascript turned off:  <noscript> (some message)  </noscript> 

 The operator ‘+’ is also used to concatenate strings 

 Identifiers must start with a letter or underscore and can contain letters and the digits 0 – 9 

Basic Commands 

 alert (“message”): displays an alert box with “message” 

 declare a variable using: var Variable = “value” 

 var valid = new Boolean("true"): an alternative way to declare Boolean variables 

 var num = new Number(value): an alternative way to declare number variables 

 var cars=new Array("Saab","Volvo","BMW"): creates an array 

 var patt=new RegExp(pattern,modifiers): creates a regular expression object 

 myString.length: gets length of myString 

 For forms using javascript and php: <form onSubmit="return checkForm();" method="post" 

action="somescript.php"> 

Event Handler 

 Events are referenced as attributes of their parent elements: e.g. <p onClick=”…”> 

 The relevant code to be executed can be placed directly in the tag, or a function can be 

called that is separately defined in a <script> tag 

 Alternatively, it can be coded as: document.getElementById("id").onclick=”stuff” 

 onmouseover: triggered when cursor moves over element 
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 onsubmit: triggered when a form submit button is clicked 

 onmouseout: triggered when cursor moves off element 

 onload: triggered when the page finishes loading 

 onclick: triggered on click of element 

 onfocus: triggered when an element gains focus 

 onblur: triggered when an element looses focus 

Object Management 

 document.getElementById("id").innerHTML: gets the html inside of an object tag 

 document.getElementById("id").value: gets the value of an object 

 document.getElementsByName(“object”): accesses object by its name 

 document.forms[“formname”][“elementname”].value: alternative to id for forms 

PHP 

General Notes 

 Function names are NOT case sensitive, while variable names ARE case sensitive 

 Variable and function names can only begin with a character or an underscore_ 

 ‘?:’ is called the ternary operator. It works like this: (condition ? result if true : result if false). 

Essentially it is like a condensed if…else statement 

 Comments work like this:  // single line comment,  /*  block comments …. */ 

 %  modulus operator is used as $a % $b, giving the remainder of $a divided by $b 

 define($constant, $value): defines $constant to have the value $value 

 echo only works for strings, use print_r($array) for arrays 

 Passing by reference: function foo(&$var) 

Strings 

Strings in double quotes are evaluated while strings in single quotes are not 

strtoupper($string): turns a string to uppercase 

strtolower($string): turns a string to lowercase 

ucfirst($string): makes the first letter of a string uppercase 

ucwords($string): makes the first letters of each word in a string uppercase 

 

strstr($haystack, $needle): returns the part of the haystack before the first occurrence of $needle 

(excluding $needle) 

strpos($haystack, $needle): returns the position where $needle exists relative to the beginning of 

$haystack, beginning at 0. Returns FALSE if needle not found 

substr($string, $start): returns the portion of $string specified by the start and length parameters 

 

addslashes($string): put a ‘\’ in front of troublesome characters to keep database systems happy 
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explode(“deliminator”, $string): split $string into an array using deliminator 

str_split($string): splits $string into array with one character per element 

strlen($string): returns an integer of the length of $string 

strcmp($string_1 , $string_2 ): if $string1 is greater than $string2, it will return a value greater than 

zero. If $string1 equals $string2 then it will return 0. If $string1 is less than $string2, it will return less 

than zero. Greater and less than defined in terms of lexographical order 

Regular Expressions 

There are 11 characters with special meanings: the opening square bracket [, the backslash \, the 

caret ^, the dollar sign $, the period or dot ., the vertical bar or pipe symbol |, the question mark ?, 

the asterisk or star *, the plus sign +, the opening round bracket ( and the closing round bracket ). 

It is a good idea to define the regex expression separately like this: $regex = ‘/STUFF/’ 

preg_match($regex, $haystack): searches $haystack for instances of $regex expression, returns 1 is 

match found and 0 if not 

preg_replace($regex, $replacement, $haystack): searches $haystack for instances of $regex 

expression, and replaces them with $replacement 

preg_split($pattern, $haystack): searches $haystack for $regex matches and returns an array 

containing $haystack broken up by the $regex matches 
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File Handling 

$handle = fopen($filename,$mode):  constructs a file handle to $filename, using $mode (either “r” 

for read, “w” for write, and “a” for append) 

fgets($handle): reads text of file referenced by $handle into a string, and outputs the string 

fread($handle, $length): reads up to $length bytes of $handle document, outputting as string 

fclose($handle): closes the file referenced by $handle 

fwrite($handle, $string): either writes or appends $string to the file referenced by $handle 

(depending on how the file was fopened) 

 

file_get_contents($filename) : outputs entire file contents as a string 

file($filename): outputs entire file as array, with each line of the file being a new element 

file_exists($filename): check a file exists, returning TRUE if it exists and FALSE otherwise 

filesize($filename): returns the size of the file in bytes 

include ‘$filename’: Note this is not a function. Evaluates and includes the output of $filename 

 

Session Control 

setcookie($cookie_name, [$value], [$expire_time]): set cookie called $cookie. Must be inserted like 

this “<?php setcookie($cookie_name, [$value], [$expire_time]) ?>” before even the HTML tag 

setcookie ("TestCookie", "", time() - 3600); 

$_COOKIE[‘$cookie_name’]: array to access all cookies by name 

session_start(): starts or continues an existing session, needed to access session variables. Must be 

inserted like this “<?php session_start() ?>” before even the HTML tag 

$_SESSION[‘var_name’] = $value: assigns $value to the session variable var_name 

session_destroy(): ends the current session, removing access to all session variables 
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Trigger Error 

This method of dealing with errors requires three components: a CustomError function, a 

set_error_handler line defining the CustomError function as an error handling function, and all 

instances of using trigger_error to actually call the error function to display an error. 

set_error_handler($CustomError): defines CustomError as the customized error handling function, 

overriding the default handling techniques 

trigger_error($message, [$errorno]): triggers an error with $message and $type values. These can be 

used as input for the CustomError function 

function CustomError($errno, $message, $errfile, $errline) 

 if $errno == CASE1 

 … 

 elseif $errno == CASE2 

… 

die($string): returns $string before terminating the current script. Useful for relatively short 

segments of code included in html page 

 

Exception Handling 

function does_stuff($input) 

 { 

 if ($input == ‘good’) 

  … 

 elseif ($input == ‘bad’) 

  throw new Exception1($error_string) 

 else 

  throw new Exception2($error_string) 

 } 

try 

 { 

 does_stuff(‘good’);    //won’t trigger error 

 does_stuff(‘bad’);      //will trigger error 

} 

catch(Exception1, $e)    //the object $e contains all information about Exception1 

 { 

 echo $e->getMessage() 

echo $e->getCode() 

} 

catch(Exception2, $e) 

 { 

 echo $e->getMessage() 

echo $e->getLine() 

 } 
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Security 

 Always sanitize user input 

 Beware of include and requires, as the source files could be tampered with 

 Use try-catch blocks so as to not give valuable information about site weaknesses 

 Always salt and hash passwords for storage 

 Adjust folder and file permissions using .htaccess file 

 Use whitelist rather than blacklist approach 

crypt($string, $salt): by default takes first eight digits of $string and first two of $salt and generates 

hash, placing the two salt characters at the start of the hash 

mcrypt_encrypt($cipher, $key, $message, $mode): encryption of $message using a string $key, and 

given a predefined $cipher and $mode that must be selected from the list 

 

htmlentities($string): convert all reserved html markup characters to predefined equivalents 

strip_tags($string): removes all html tags form $string 

addslashes($string): returns a string with backslashes before characters that need to be quoted in 

database queries, etc 

filter_var($variable, $filter_type): filter $variable according to the criteria specified by the choice of 

predefined $filter_type 
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XML Example 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<note> 

    <to>Tove</to> 

    <from>Jani</from> 

    <heading>Reminder</heading> 

    <body>Don't forget me this weekend!</body> 

</note> 


